Abstract: This study investigated the effectiveness of statistical adjustments applied to rater bias in many-facet Rasch analysis. Some changes were first made in the dataset that did not include rater × examinee bias to cause to have rater × examinee bias. Later, bias adjustment was applied to rater bias included in the data file, and the effectiveness of the statistical adjustment was further examined. The outcomes pertaining to the datasets with and without bias, and to which the bias adjustment was applied, were compared. It was concluded that diversities created by rater × examinee bias in examinees' ability estimation, item difficulty indices and measures of rater severity and leniency were, to a large extent, eliminated by bias adjustment. This result indicates that the bias adjustment using many-facet Rasch analysis is a viable way to control rater bias.
INTRODUCTION
The tests used in education and psychology are categorized as objective tests and subjective tests by the type of scoring (McNamara, Erlandson, & McNamara, 2013) . Objective tests consist of the items based on selecting a correct answer from the options provided, such as multiple-choice, true-false, and matching questions (Haladyana, 1997) . Scores on objective test do not vary according to the rater, which means that objective tests have higher rater reliability. These tests can be rated easily and quickly, and so they are budget-friendly (Bennett, Ward, Rock, & LaHart, 1990) . Subjective tests, on the other hand, use the items that require students to construct their responses, such as open-ended questions. Subjective tests scores tend to vary according to the rater (Bennett, 1991) . For this reason, in subjective tests raters are one of the variability sources that affect students' test scores (Eckes, 2005) . Rater-based factors are undesired and systematic rater behaviors that lead to the inclusion of variance irrelevant to the construct being measured to students' test scores, and are known as rater effect (Eckes, 2005; Hoyt, 2000) . Rater effect includes rater severity and leniency, halo effect, central tendency effect and range restriction (Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 1980) . Bias is also a form of rater effect (Myford & Wolfe, 2004) .
Rater Bias (Differential Rater Severity/Leniency)
Bias is raters' unexpectedly severe or lenient scoring regarding an aspect of the assessment process (Knoch, Read & von Randow, 2007) . Rater bias can be related to examinees (rater x examinee), items (rater x item) or both (rater x examinee x item). "Rater x examinee" bias refers to raters' tendency to give higher or lower scores based on students' prior performances or demographics such as gender, age, and cultural factors (Aubin, St-Onge, & Renaud; 2018; Kumar, 2005) . "Rater x item" bias refers to whether raters grade all the items on a test with the same severity or leniency (Haiyang, 2010) . "Rater x examinee x item" bias refers to raters' assignment of lower or higher scores than expected to some students for their performance on some items. In order to avoid rater bias, rater training (Knoch, Read, & von Randow, 2007; Fahim & Bijani, 2011) and blind scoring using rubrics have been suggested (Hogan & Murphy, 2007) . Studies, however, have shown that rater bias can persist despite these precautions. For example, Kondo Brown (2002) investigated whether teachers who received rater training are biased towards some candidates or certain criteria while evaluating university students' Japanese second language writing ability. The performance of 234 university students was graded by three raters using an analytic rubric. The study results showed significant interactions between raters and students, and rater and rating criteria that indicated bias. In a different study by İlhan (2015) , 104 students' responses to eight open-ended mathematics questions were graded by seven raters. Despite the training provided to the raters and using a rubric for the scoring, rater bias was not entirely eliminated. Knoch, Read and von Randow (2007) compared the effectiveness of face-to-face and online rater training. They also concluded that rater training cannot completely prevent bias in scoring.
Statistical Adjustment of Rater Bias
The fact that the rater bias persists in spite of using rubrics, blind scoring and rater training brings up the question of whether bias can be statistically adjusted. Indeed, there are studies in the literature on the statistical correction of the rater effects. Raymond and Houston (1990) conducted a study with the purpose of determining and correcting for rater effects in performance assessment. In the research four different procedures; ordinary least squares, weighted least squares, the Rasch model (with a two facets design that includes only raters and examinees and that provides results similar to the Wright and Masters (1982) rating scale model) and data imputation via the E-M algorithm were considered on a simulated data set. The results of the research showed that each of the methods yields more accurate estimates of true levels of performance than the classical approach of summing observed ratings. In the Houston, Raymond and Svec's (1991) study the methods of ordinary least squares, weighted least squares and imputation of the missing data were examined for correcting rater severity and leniency. In the study, simulation data was used and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) was employed in order to assess the accuracy of the methods in estimating true scores. The research results indicated that the three correction methods used consistently outperformed the procedure of averaging the observed ratings. In another study by Raymond and Viswesvaran (1993) , it was aimed to elucidate a simple and flexible method to statistically control for specific types of rating error. In accordance with this purpose, three different models namely ordinary least squares; weighted least squares; and ordinary least squares, subsequent to applying a logistic transformation to observed ratings were performed to data obtained from an oral examination where each of 115 examinees graded by four raters. The study results revealed that the models used for correction of ratings increases reliability. In addition to the methods used in the researches listed, the literature also includes an approach based on the many-facet Rasch model (MFRM) proposed by Linacre (2018) to adjust rater bias statistically; however, there are no empirical studies of its effectiveness.
Aim of the Study
This study aimed to test the effectiveness of MFRM statistical adjustment of rater bias empirically. It investigates the effects of statistical bias adjustment on estimating the abilities of examinees, on the difficulty indices of items and on measures of rater severity/leniency.
METHOD 2.1. Model of the Study
This study focused on testing a model for the process of bias adjustment, and was therefore designed as basic research. Basic research, rather than seeking answers to real-life problems, addresses issues that offer theoretical contributions to science, build theories and generate new knowledge (Connaway & Powell, 2010) . Basic research also formalizes theories and tests hypotheses involving abstract concepts (Bailey, 1994) .
Participants
The participants included 95 eighth-grade students, of whom, 49 (51.58%) were female, and 46 (48.42%) were male. Three mathematics teachers graded their responses to open-ended questions.
Data Collection Tools
In the study two data collection tools was used. The first was the Mathematics Achievement Test developed by İlhan (2016) . This test contains six open-ended questions. According to results reported by İlhan (2016) , the test had a one-dimensional structure. It explained 31.18% of variance ratio, and the factor loads of its items were found to range between .51 and .64. This study's second data collection tool was a rubric used to grade the students' responses to the open-ended questions. This rubric was also developed by İlhan (2016) . The rubric has a holistic structure and four categories: inadequate (0), needs to be developed (1), dood (2) and very good (3). Ilhan (2016) indicated that these categories were intended to reflect the adequacy of responses on five levels: understanding of the problem, method of solving the problem, the processes carried out to solve the problem, the accuracy of the results obtained and how the solution was obtained.
Data Collection, Psychometric Characteristics, and Analysis
Data were collected in the spring term of 2018. Administering the achievement test to the 95 eighth-grade students was the first stage of data collection. Their responses were graded by three mathematics teachers. The rubric used in the study had been introduced to the raters beforehand. The raters were also told that they should rate all answers to the one question before moving to the next question, and that they should not include variables outside the construct measured, such as appealing handwriting and spatial organization of the responses. After the rating, the data were analyzed using MFRM. FACETS software was used for the analysis. Statistical indicators of whether the Rasch analysis assumptions were met were investigated firstly. Rasch analysis has three assumptions: unidimensionality, local independence, and model-data fit (DeMars, 2010) . However, there is no need to test each assumption one by one since they are all related. That is to say, model-data fit indicates that the unidimensionality assumption has been met (Lee, Peterson, & Dixon, 2010) , which indicates that there is no problem with local independence (Nandakumar & Ackerman, 2004) . Therefore, the fundamental assumption that needs to be tested is whether there is model-data fit (Güler, İlhan, Güneyli, & Demir, 2017 ). This assumption is tested by examining standardized residuals. The number of standardized residuals outside the ±2 range should not exceed 5% of the total number of data, and those outside ±3 should not exceed 1%, according to Linacre (2018) . In this study, the total number of data was 1,710 since it involved 95 students, six items and three raters (95×6×3). The number of standardized residuals outside the range of ±2 was found to be 76 (4.44%) and the number of standardized residuals outside the range of ±3 was found to be 16 (0.94%). This indicated adequate model-data fit, and that the assumptions of Rasch analysis had been met. After determining that the assumptions were met, the psychometric characteristics of the study data were investigated. The results for reliability and model-data fit in MFRM are shown in Table 1 . The infit and outfit indices in all three of the examinee, item and rater facets were within the range of .5 and 1.5, the recommended criteria for their interpretation (Wright & Linacre, 1994) . These fit indices indicate model-data fit and the validity of the measurements. Table 1 shows that the chi-square value for the rater facet was significant, and that the reliability coefficient and separation index were high. This indicated a significant difference between the raters' severity and leniency. Despite this difference, the values reported for the facets of item and examinee indicated that the measures were reliable because the chi-square values for the facets of examinee and item were significant, the reliability coefficients exceeded .80, and the separation indices were higher than 2 (Linacre, 2012) . Thus, the students' performances on the different test items can be rated independently, and examinees with different mathematical performances were distinguished with high reliability. Following the psychometric investigation of the study data, the datasets were prepared for bias adjustment. The comparison of the analysis outcomes obtained from a dataset not involving rater bias and the analysis outcomes reached in case of the inclusion of bias in this dataset and the adjustment of the bias included was thought to be the most convenient way to set forth the effectiveness of the statistical adjustment applied. For this reason; while preparing the dataset for the bias adjustment, the original rater biases were excluded from the dataset to create a dataset with no apparent rater bias-the unbiased dataset. The results of analysis indicated significant relationships between rater 1 and examinee 84 (bias size=1.57, t=2.66) and rater 2 and examinee 23 (bias size=1.75, t=2.66). These two raters graded two examinees mentioned more leniently than expected. Therefore, the data for examinees 84 and 23 were excluded from the dataset, creating a dataset where three raters graded 93 students' responses to six openended mathematics questions and no rater bias. This dataset's measurements of examinees' ability levels, item difficulty indices, rater severity/leniency were used as the criteria for the effectiveness of bias adjustment.
In the second stage of the testing the effectiveness of bias adjustment, some changes were made in the dataset so that it would contain "rater × examinee" bias. The grading of rater 1 for examinees 1 to 10 and rater 2 for examinees 11 to 20 were increased by one in some parts of the test and by two in others, creating a dataset where bias was encountered in 20 of the 279 [(93 examinees) × (3 raters)] possible interactions between raters and examinees.
In the final stage, the bias adjustment formula was applied to the biases included in the dataset. A fourth facet, bias adjustment, was incorporated in the analysis, along with the three facets of rater, examinee and item. In this facet, rater × examinee biases in the dataset were listed, and bias adjustment was applied to the grading of rater 1 for examinees 1 to 10 and rater 2 for examinees 11 to 20. No other bias adjustments were done. The rater × examinee interactions to which the bias adjustment was applied were encoded as 1, and the rater × examinee interactions where bias adjustment was not necessary were encoded as 2. Thus, syntax containing the four facets of rater, examinee, item and bias adjustment were prepared for manyfacet Rasch analysis. At this point, the comparison of the three datasets proceeded. In this study, the consistency between the ability estimations in the unbiased, biased and adjusted dataset was examined using Pearson's product-moment correlation and the paired samples t-test. Correlation analysis and the t-test were done using IBM SPSS 20 software. The effect of bias adjustment on item difficulty indices and rater severity/leniency could not be statistically determined since the number of items was limited to six, and the number of raters to three. It was possible only to investigate how close item difficulties and measures regarding raters were to the values in the unbiased dataset.
RESULT and DISCUSSION
This section includes the study's results. The ability estimations in the unbiased, biased and adjusted datasets are shown in Table 2 . As Table 2 shows, there were significant differences between ability estimations in the unbiased and biased datasets. These differences were valid for almost all participants, but were more explicit for the first 20 students who served as a source for the rater × examinee bias. Table 2 showed that the ability estimations after the application of statistical adjustment to the rater × examinee bias were significantly closer to the ability scores in the unbiased dataset. This means that the effect of rater bias on the examinee's ability estimations can be controlled by bias adjustment. However, in order to reach a more powerful judgement, the relationship between the ability estimations in the unbiased, biased and bias adjusted datasets needed to be tested statistically. In order to determine statistically how much bias adjustment brings the ability estimations closer to the ability estimations in the unbiased dataset, correlation analysis and the paired samples t-test were done. Their outcomes are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that there was a positive, powerful and significant relationship between ability estimations in the unbiased dataset and biased datasets [r=.896, p<.001 ]. However, it should not be overlooked that there was a significant difference between the mean ability scores in these two datasets [t(92)=5.03, p<.001]. Better to say, rater × examinee bias did not have a great impact on the ordering of the examinees' ability levels, but significantly affected their ability estimations. A comparison of the ability estimations in the bias adjusted and unbiased datasets found a perfect positive relationship [r=.996, p<.001] . No significant difference was found between the ability estimations in the two datasets [t(92) =1.11, p>.05] . This indicated that the effects created by the rater × examinee bias on the ability estimations can be, to a large extent, eliminated by bias adjustment. The effect of bias adjustment on item difficulty indices and rater severity and leniency measurements are shown in Table 4 . -0.63 -0.60 -0.65 E88 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 E27 0.19 0.16 0.19 E58 -0.93 -0.87 -0.96 E89 0.64 0.58 0.65 E28 -0.17 -0.17 -0.18 E59 -0.73 -0.69 -0.75 E90 0.55 Table 4 shows that the item difficulties and rater measurements in the unbiased and biased datasets were quite different. On the other hand, the item difficulties and rater measurements in the adjusted dataset were extremely close to those of the unbiased dataset. In other words, the differences caused by rater × examinee bias in the item difficulty indices and rater severity and leniency measurements were largely eliminated by bias adjustment, although not entirely.
CONCLUSION
This study investigated the effectiveness of MFRM statistical adjustment of rater biases. Its dataset, which did not include any rater × examinee bias, was altered to involve rater × examinee bias. Then, bias adjustment was applied to the rater biases included in the dataset, and the effectiveness of the statistical adjustment was tested. Ability estimations, item difficulties, and rater measurements in the bias adjusted dataset were compared to those in the unbiased dataset. The correlation analysis results failed to indicate complete consistency, despite a strong relationship between ability estimations in the dataset that did not include rater × examinee bias and the biased dataset. On the other hand, it was determined that there was excellent consistency between the ability estimations calculated after bias adjustment and ability estimations in the unbiased dataset. A significant difference was also found between the ability estimations in the dataset that did not include rater × examinee bias and the ability estimations in the biased dataset. No significant differences were found between ability estimations in the bias adjusted dataset and those in the unbiased dataset. All these results reveal that the effects of rater biases on examinees' ability estimations can be eliminated by bias adjustment. This was also the case for item difficulty indices and rater severity and leniency measurements. A comparison of the three datasets determined that differences caused by rater × examinee bias on item difficulties and rater measurements were almost entirely eliminated.
IMPLICATIONS for PRACTICE
This study's results indicate that MFRM bias adjustment can serve as a way to minimize the effects of rater bias. However, it should be underlined that this does not mean that statistical bias adjustment can replace other methods of reducing rater bias such as rater training, blind scoring or using rubrics. The most accurate interpretation based on research results is that statistical adjustment should be performed for observed biases when rater bias occurs despite precautions such as using rubrics or training raters. More clearly, just as statistical controls can be used to support physical controls, but not replace them in scientific researches, bias adjustment should be considered a way to support rater training, blind scoring or the use rubrics, not as an alternative to them. ORCID Mustafa İlhan https://orcid.org/0000-0003-1804-002X
